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also it would be very difficult to find a way of telling infallibly who it

belongs to. And so the church invisible is not a bad term for it, a1thoig1

there are some theolgocians who reject any distinction betwven an invisible

and a visible church.

(question) Well, the difference is the term, the holy catholic church

speaks of an existance of an organism. The term the communion of the saints

speaks of k a relationship of an individual to tx other individuals who are

saved. An organization may be an organism, but an organism is not necessarily

an organization. There is, I would say, the term communion of the sainst

makes stronger the belief that there is an organism. And organization is

people who get together and have certain visible rules, on which they work/

An organism is something which has a relationship and has a working together

which may not necessarily be written down in specific rules that are followed

or specific that are held.

(question) We all belive that there is a church universal. All Oh ristiar

I believe, say I believe in the holy catholic church. We all belive that

tkxtxx there is a church universal. Well then, I say, if we believe that

there is a church ± universal, should not that church universal be united in one

group. What right do we have to break it. What right do we have to have an

orgafiuization and say, you people can vote, or you people are members of this,

and have certain ±xx privilthges and other Rptx people don't have, and

here is a brother in Christ,a man who believes in Christ, and he is not in

our organization. You see. And what I mean to say is this, here is a grou

of 1,000 Christians, and they are real Christians, and they say, we are kr±t±xx

Christians, and we are trying to carry out the Wrx Word of God together, well

now here is a group of 5,000 Christians, does this group of 1,000here have

the right to maintain a distinction from the group of 5,000 or is it

necessayr that they go and say we are Christians, you are Christians, we are both

mem1cer. the church, let's get together and your 5,000 votes will completely

overcome our 1,000 in everything. What right do they have to maintain a separate

existence. As long as they repeat I belive in the holy catholic church, as long
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